The new patent-pending RAPID-RAIL™ is engineered to simplify changeovers on the packaging line. RAPID-RAIL™ offers a single point, easy-to-use hand adjustment of guide rails to accommodate multiple package sizes on the same piece of equipment. Several points along the conveyor, over a long distance, can be controlled from one location on the line.

With a repeatable system, it’s easy to fine-tune the path as products go through the turn. On a long conveyor line with numerous guard rail brackets, it could take several hours for rail adjustments to changeover to different sizes. With RAPID-RAIL™, all adjustments are made from only a few locations and affect all points along the line.
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FEATuRES

> HUGE changeover time savings
> Manual or automatic adjustment
> Wash-down compatible
> Change up to 30’ of guide rail from a single point - including curves
MCE RAPID-RAIL™ Standard Technical Features

The new design enables operators to add a motor and control any adjustments right from a conventional control system.

- Horizontal or vertical adjustment systems
- Industry-standard spare parts
- Ships fully assembled

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frame Construction</th>
<th>12 GA Formed Steel Mounting System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Configuration       | • Single, Double or Stacked Side Adjustment  
                       • Hold Down Adjustment  
                       • Combined Adjustment |
| Adjustment Range    | • Single Side - 3”  
                       • Both Sides - 6”  
                       • Vertical - 4” |

Standard RAPID-RAIL™ typically ships in 15-20 business days.